The HSA axis mediates the anticancer effects of environmental enrichment (EE)

Our lab has had a long-standing interest in understanding how an individual's interaction with the social and physical environments influences health and disease. The primary model we utilize for this line of research is EE, a complex, stimulating housing environment—characterized by the use of larger-than-standard cages, abundant bedding, running wheels, mazes, toys, shelters, and increased number of social partners. Numerous studies have demonstrated that EE improves brain function and resiliency (1). These findings promoted us to ask whether an EE, known to optimize brain health, could also benefit overall health and affect the development and progression of cancer. Although the past decades have seen growing appreciation of the profound effects of environmental and lifestyle factors in shaping the initiation, promotion, and progression of cancer as well as responsiveness to treatment (2-5), the underlying mechanisms are poorly defined. Thus, we employed EE as a powerful model to elucidate mechanisms of an individual's interaction with its physical and social environment.

We assessed the effects of EE using both cancer cell implantation models and spontaneous cancer models. In our first experiment, we exposed mice to 6 weeks of EE and then subcutaneously implanted syngeneic B16 melanoma cells. We observed a remarkable suppression of melanoma growth in mice living in EE with an approximately 80%
reduction of tumor mass compared to mice living in a standard environment (SE). Moreover, 17% of mice living in EE showed no visible tumor, despite the development of palpable tumors in every SE mouse. Histopathological and signal transduction analyses found decreased cell proliferation, increased apoptosis, as well as suppression of PI3K-AKT, MAPK, and angiogenic signaling pathway activity in tumors from EE mice, consistent with slower tumor growth (6).

Next, we explored if EE was effective in other cancer types and to what extent it could be effective if implemented after established tumor growth. We implanted MC38 colon cancer cells into mice and waited until after palpable tumors occurred to initiate EE. In this pre-existing tumor model, EE resulted in over 40% reduction of tumor mass, suggesting therapeutic potential. We saw similar efficacy in an APCmi/− spontaneous genetic murine model of colon cancer; EE not only decreased the total number of polyps in the small intestine of these mice by approximately 50%, but also substantially reduced the size of polyps (6).

With comprehensive mechanistic studies, we identified one key pathway underlying the EE-induced anticancer phenotype, and named this brain-adipocyte communication the “hypothalamic-sympathoneural-adipocyte” (HSA) axis. The HSA axis is a specific neuroendocrine pathway linking the hypothalamus, the brain region largely responsible for coordinating and integrating the neuroendocrine and autonomic systems (7), to white adipose tissue (WAT) (8). We also demonstrated that the hypothalamic component is predominantly mediated via brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which is upregulated by the physical, social, and cognitive stimuli provided by EE. Hypothalamic BDNF triggers the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) innervating WAT to release norepinephrine into WAT, resulting in decreased leptin expression and secretion while increased adiponectin level. The marked drop of circulating leptin, a major adipokine with pleiotropic functions, is causally associated with an anticancer phenotype (9). Since the first report of an anticancer effect of EE, others have also demonstrated that EE is effective in pancreatic cancer (10,11), glioma (12), and lung cancer (10) models, with similar and additional mechanisms beyond the HSA axis.

The HSA axis mediates the anti-obesity effects of EE

An organism’s adipose organ consists of two types of adipose tissues, WAT and brown adipose tissue (BAT). Although both are involved in lipid metabolism, WAT and BAT are distinctive at morphological, molecular, and functional levels. BAT is rich in mitochondria and metabolically active, primarily dissipating energy as heat for thermoregulation, whereas WAT is primarily responsible for storing and distributing excess energy as well as functioning as an endocrine organ secreting adipokines and other hormones. While traditionally considered as separate, accumulating evidence supports the concept of adipose plasticity. This line of thinking posits that adipocytes in each population can transform into one another to achieve a required physiological balance of heat production via BAT and energy storage via WAT [reviewed by Frontini and Cinti (13)]. Modulation of adipose plasticity has been intensively investigated in search of approaches to boost BAT for obesity prevention and treatment. BAT dissipates energy directly as heat through uncoupling fatty acid oxidation from ATP production by uncoupling protein-1 (UCP1) and is vital for the maintenance of body temperature. BAT is also involved in the regulation of body weight (14,15); despite BAT composing only a small amount of total body weight (40–50 g or about 0.05–1% of body weight in adult humans in contrast to 5–10% in mouse), when fully stimulated, it is estimated that BAT can account for up to 20% of total energy expenditure, which is highly relevant with regards to control of weight (16). Moreover, even small but consistent imbalances in the energy input/output equation can ultimately lead to obesity or leanness. Indeed, several studies demonstrate an inverse correlation between BAT activity in adult humans and body fat (17-22). Human white adipocytes from subcutaneous fat tissues can be manipulated in vitro to develop “brown” characteristics by forced expression of transcription coactivator PGC-1α (23,24). These findings further suggest the therapeutic potential of BAT-oriented strategies to boost energy expenditure by facilitating brown adipocyte maintenance, stimulating pre-existing brown precursors, and inducing white-to-brown transformation (13,25,26). However, as Cannon and Nedergaard note, UCP1 in intact cells is not automatically active and its inhibition has to be overcome through a process initiated physiologically by SNS stimulation (27).

Our studies on EE have revealed a new type of thermogenesis that contributes to the profound impact on body composition and metabolism in mice living in
EE. EE induces a molecular and functional switch from WAT to BAT in the absence of chronic cold exposure or prolonged pharmacological β-adrenergic stimulation (28). The molecular characteristics of EE-induced WAT “browning”, in other words, inducing brown-like cells in WAT (also called beige cells), include the induction of BAT specific markers, suppression of WAT markers, and no changes in adipocyte markers shared by both white and brown adipocytes. A 4-week exposure to EE led to a 27-fold induction of UCP1, which is more effective than a 9-fold induction observed in the same strain of mice acclimated to 5 °C cold for 4 weeks or a 23-fold induction after injection of β-agonist CL316243 for 11–12 days (29). Of interest, EE significantly increased both β2- and β3-adrenergic receptor (AR) gene expression and protein levels in retroperitoneal WAT suggesting the absence of desensitization of β-ARs after extended exposure to β-agonist (30). After 12-week EE, obvious macroscopic changes of fat became visible to the eye with WAT turning brown and BAT visibly even darker. Our mechanistic studies demonstrate that the activation of the HSA axis mediates the EE-induced WAT browning, reduction of adiposity via increase in energy expenditure, and resistance to diet-induced obesity (DIO) (28).

With continued efforts to further characterize the HSA axis, we have also identified adipose vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) as a key component of the HSA axis underlying the browning effect of EE (31). VEGF is the only bona fide endothelial cell growth factor, and its presence is essential for initiation of the angiogenic program (32,33). EE stimulated VEGF expression in a fat depot-specific manner and this upregulation occurred prior to the emergence of beige cells. While VEGF upregulation was independent of hypoxia, it required intact sympathetic tone to the adipose tissue. As expected, targeted adipose overexpression of VEGF by a novel engineered serotype recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) vector reproduced the angiogenic and browning effect of EE. Additionally, adipose-specific VEGF knockout or pharmacological VEGF blockade by antibody abolished the beige cell recruitment induced by EE. One of the key findings of this study is that VEGF integrates multiple upstream stimulations to a common pathway that is essential to the emergence of beige cells. In addition to EE, VEGF blockade could substantially block the browning induced by the β3-adrenergic agonist CL-316,243, the PPARγ ligand rosiglitazone, and voluntary running. Thus, VEGF signaling is likely a downstream pathway shared by diverse upstream mechanisms that all lead to the induction of beige cells. Targeting this common pathway may have therapeutic potential.

**Targeting the HSA axis for treatment of obesity and cancer**

Many cancers interact with the endocrine system. Metabolic dysregulation, especially through obesity, is not only a risk factor, but it also predicts worse therapeutic outcomes (34,35). Obesity is associated with higher leptin and lower adiponectin, and the increased leptin/adiponectin ratio is thought to contribute to increased cancer risk associated with obesity. We previously discussed how EE decreases circulating leptin while increases circulating adiponectin through activating the HSA axis in mice of normal body weight. Since leptin dysregulation is known to be important in several cancers (34,36), we further investigated if leptin modulation is a causative mechanism of the EE anti-cancer phenotype in an obese state (6). Although EE reduced body weight in obese leptin-deficient Ob/Ob mice, it failed to inhibit B16 melanoma growth compared to Ob/Ob mice in SE. In contrast, DIO mice with similar levels of obesity experienced both weight loss as well as reduction in tumor burden with EE vs. SE. Leptin supplementation of melanoma in vitro or through implantation of osmotic minipumps in Ob/Ob mice with melanoma also resulted in hastened cancer growth (6). Together, these results implicate leptin as a key player in the EE anti-cancer phenotype. To assess whether leptin signaling can be targeted as a cancer therapeutic, we tested a leptin receptor neutralizing nanobody in the B16 melanoma model, and observed anti-tumor activity when injected adjacent to the tumor (37).

Because EE exerts an anticancer effect in lean state and an anti-obesity effect in obesogenic conditions, we proposed to manipulate the HSA axis for treatment of both obesity and cancer. In one study, we studied the EE’s effects on spontaneous and transplanted MMTV-PyMT mammary tumorigenesis in mouse models with different adiposity and leptin signaling. DIO accelerated PyMT mammary tumor progression in SE whereas EE effectively alleviated DIO and significantly delayed the occurrence of palpable tumor in spontaneous MMTV-PyMT mice. EE also inhibited transplanted PyMT primary tumor progression in wild type DIO mice, but not in the leptin-defective Ob/Ob mice, again confirming the role of leptin (38).

In another study, we injected AAV-BDNF to the hypothalamus to genetically activate the HSA axis. BDNF
gene therapy in middle-age DIO mice effectively decreased body weight and adiposity, improved glucose tolerance, and significantly suppressed orthotopic implanted estrogen receptor positive EO771 mammary tumor progression and completely prevented metastasis. Histological analyses of the mammary tumor found reduced angiogenesis, decreased proliferation, increased apoptosis, and reduced adipocyte recruitment and lipid accumulation in tumors from BDNF-treated mice. Interestingly, BDNF gene therapy significantly reduced DIO-associated inflammation markers in the hypothalamus, adipose tissues, and serum (39). We are currently investigating whether the HSA axis affects the chronic low grade inflammation associated with obesity that is linked to increased cancer risk. Collectively, our series of studies support the notion that environmental or genetic activation of the HSA axis can ameliorate obesity in genetic (6,38,40) and diet-induced (6,28,39,41) mouse models, and inhibit cancer growth and metastasis.

**Immune regulation by EE via hypothalamic BDNF**

While we have established a direct link between several cancers and endocrine modulation by HSA axis activation, we have also been interested in addressing what other mechanisms initiated by EE might contribute to an anticancer phenotype (Figure 1). We briefly demonstrated that EE enhanced cytotoxicity of natural killer (NK) cells and CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells (CTL) in vitro as well as increased mobilization of these cells from the spleen in our initial B16 melanoma model (6). Recently, we have further investigated in depth how EE regulates T-cell development and function. In a model of multiple sclerosis, experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE), EE alleviates symptoms, inhibits spinal cord inflammation through regulation of Th1 cells and prevents EAE-induced thymic involution and disturbance. Our mechanistic studies demonstrate that hypothalamic BDNF mediates the EE’s effect on the thymus through the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (42).

In another study, we investigated the role of CTLs in EE-induced anticancer phenotype. We found that tumors from mice in EE had fewer regulatory T-cells (Tregs) and their CTLs expressed less CD27, indicating the tumor-infiltrating CTLs were in a more activated state (43). Depletion of CD8+ T-cells significantly attenuated the tumor suppression induced by EE. These data suggest that EE’s anticancer effect is mediated, at least in part, through modulation of T-cell immunity. In the spleen and lymph nodes, EE induced early phenotypic changes of T-cell populations, characterized by decreased ratio of CD4 T helper to CTL (CD4/CD8 ratio) (43). Hypothalamic overexpression of BDNF reproduced EE-induced T-cell phenotypes. Conversely, knockdown of hypothalamic BDNF blocked the T-cell modulations associated with EE. Hypothalamic BDNF exerted this immune regulation through activating both the SNS and HPA axis (43).

Other groups have shown that NK cells also contribute to the anti-tumor immunity of EE (10,12,44). We recently observed that EE promoted NK cell recovery after their depletion in the spleen, bone marrow, and blood. Furthermore, EE enhanced NK cell maturation in the spleen. These improvements of NK cell reconstitution and maturation were again mediated by the hypothalamic BDNF (manuscript in revision at EJI).

Taken together, our findings support the notion that hypothalamic BDNF orchestrates the neuroendocrine and immune systems to confer health benefits of EE.

**Potential immune functions of adipose tissue in cancer**

Given the profound remodeling of adipose tissue in response to EE, we have started to explore how EE might affect adipose resident immune cells. The preliminary results are promising but it takes years to complete the mechanistic studies. Meanwhile, we developed tools to study the crosstalk between adipocyte and immune populations residing in adipose tissue. Our novel engineered hybrid rAAV serotype—Rec2, can transduce WAT and BAT far more efficiently than the naturally occurring serotypes (45). More recently, we developed a dual-cassette vector system to prevent off-target transduction of liver (46). Intraperitoneal injection of Rec2 vector can achieve high transduction in all visceral fat depots with minimal transgene expression in liver. The first proof-of-concept study showed a single intraperitoneal injection of Rec2 vector carrying leptin gene, at low dose, reversed obesity and metabolic syndromes of Ob/Ob mice (46,47).

Next, we explored the potential of targeting adipose tissue for cancer immunotherapy. Adipocyte interleukin 15 (IL-15) is important in stimulating NK cell development locally and systemically (48). IL-15 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine which increases NK cell proliferation, motility, activation, and cytotoxic effector molecule expression (49–51), as well as promotes the survival of CD8+ memory...
Figure 1 Mechanisms of EE-induced anticancer and anti-obesity phenotypes. EE, environmental enrichment; BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; HSA, hypothalamic-sympathoneural-adipocyte; HPA, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal; SNS, sympathetic nervous system; IL, interleukin; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; NK, natural killer; BAT, brown adipose tissue.

T-cells and induces the proliferation, survival, and function of effector CD8+ T-cells (52,53). To test this immunotherapy hypothesis, we used the adipose targeting Rec2 rAAV vector to deliver both IL-15 and its receptor, IL15-Rα to the visceral adipose tissues by intraperitoneal injection (54). Adipose gene transfer of the IL-15/IL-15-Rα resulted in expansion of the NK cell population in spleen and visceral fat. The adipose IL-15/IL-15-Rα gene therapy was effective against a subcutaneous implant of Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cells, and conferred a significant survival benefit in our metastatic B16-F10 melanoma model. While these results do not implicate EE or the HSA axis directly, they highlight the immune reservoir capability of adipose tissue and demonstrate that immune cell populations in adipose tissue can be manipulated to treat cancer.

Mechanisms of aging

Like cancer, aging is a complex, systemic affair. With time, all living beings undergo the aging process. This
unavoidable nature of our biology yields numerous functional declines in most tissues, leading many to consider aging as a risk factor for disease. Here, we will briefly describe several physiological characteristics of the aging process and describe how the HSA axis and adjacent neuro-immuno-endocrine mechanisms can ameliorate or prevent age-related metabolic, immune, and behavioral deficits.

Decreases in metabolic function accompany the natural aging process. With age, animals and humans experience an increase in body mass and adiposity. Such changes are thought to result from decreased physical activity (55) and age-related alterations in lipolysis (56), fatty acid oxidation (57), and mitochondrial function (58). Central and peripheral insulin resistance, impaired glycemic control, and sarcopenia also accompany the aging process. Age has been shown to influence circulating adipokines; most relevant to this review, increased leptin and decreased adiponectin occur with age, underlying reduced metabolic function (59,60).

Additionally, age-related alterations in immune function have been observed. Centrally, microglia act as macrophage-like immune cells to survey and sense immunogenic stimuli or tissue injury. Upon insult, microglia produce proinflammatory mediators which lead to downstream induction of the immune response (61). Age-related microglial dysfunction has been associated with hyper-reactivity to inflammatory stimuli, higher basal levels of cytokine expression, reduced surveilling activity, shortened process length, and slower movement (62-64). Such functional decline is associated with neurodegenerative disease and peripheral tissue dysfunction (61,65). Moreover, researchers and clinicians have observed innate and adaptive immuno-senesence in peripheral tissues. Such changes are characterized by reduced cytotoxicity, impairment of antigen presenting cells (APCs), reduced antibody production, reduced self-renewal capacity, and altered inflammatory responses to insult (66-68).

Aging is also associated with cognitive and behavioral changes, likely caused by reduced synapse number (69), reduced synaptic plasticity (70), reduced spine density (71), dendritic regression (71), and increased neuroinflammation. Functionally, the aging process is characterized by slowed processing speed, reduced executive function, and reduced memory and recall (72-75). Age-related structural and molecular changes within the brain can also result in altered behavior and emotionality. Reductions in brain-localized BDNF and its associated signaling pathways have been associated with hippocampal dysfunction, memory impairment, and increased risk for schizophrenia, anxiety, and depression (76-81).

Above, we have presented a myriad of physiological change that accompanies the aging process. Fortunately, activation of the HSA axis—and other adjacent neuro-immuno-endocrine mechanisms—has been shown to ameliorate or prevent many of these age-related declines. Below, we will highlight work that describes how the HSA axis and adjacent mechanisms are implicit in healthy systemic aging.

**HSA axis modulation of healthy systemic aging**

Recent advances in human healthcare, food and water access, housing, and hygiene have resulted in increased global life expectancy. While improvements in human lifespan are promising, they are of lesser consequence if individuals are living longer while afflicted by acute and chronic diseases. Healthspan improvements are of utmost importance in the wake of increased global longevity; without good health, aging populations will provide a great burden for healthcare systems. Accordingly, there is a need to understand biological mechanisms through which healthy systemic aging can be increased. We have investigated whether environmental modulation of the HSA axis and adjacent neuro-immuno-endocrine mechanisms could promote healthy aging and increase healthspan in murine models. Consistent with previous work in younger mice, short-term EE (6 weeks) in middle-age mice (10 months old) was able to stimulate hypothalamic BDNF as well as associated improvements in metabolism and related molecular pathways (82). These results acted as a proof-of-concept for the use of EE in aged models, indicating that even a short exposure of EE could yield a meaningful phenotype for future studies.

Further work investigated whether the sustained exposure to complex environmental stimuli over the murine lifespan could yield increased healthspan (82). Ten-month-old mice with no prior history of enrichment were either placed in SE or EE for 12 months. As in previous experiments, EE mice displayed an upregulation of hypothalamic BDNF, as well as improvements in global metabolism and behavior. Mice exhibited decreased fat mass with increased lean mass, improved glycemic control, reduced hepatosteatosis, reduced hepatic glucose production, increased hepatic glucose uptake, improved motor ability, and decreased anxiety-like behavior over a year-long period by HSA axis and adjacent mechanisms. Such observations suggest that EE provides durable and significant improvements to
healthspan in laboratory mice and can induce biological change inherent to healthy aging.

Similarly, hypothalamic administration of an rAAV-BDNF vector promoted healthy aging (83) largely mimicking EE effects. BDNF gene therapy was found to prevent the development of age-related metabolic decline and reduce anxiety- and depression-like behavior. An additional cohort corroborates these metabolic findings, suggesting hypothalamic administration of rAAV-BDNF can overcome DIO in middle-aged mice (39). Together with the EE work, these data indicate the importance of the BDNF in healthy aging processes. Further work will be needed to verify whether other findings in young mice—in particular, improved immune functions—can be recapitulated in old mice.

Additional brain-body implications of the HSA axis in aging

As previously mentioned in this review, crosstalk between central and peripheral tissues is an essential tenet of our understanding of the brain-body connection. Accordingly, our lab and others have investigated functional changes in the brain which may be implicated in peripheral phenotypes. Recent work by our lab investigated whether EE could alter microglial morphology and function in aged mice (84). As in previous experiments, long-term EE was shown to improve systemic metabolism. Brain tissue immunohistochemistry revealed that EE increased microglial hypertrophy and ramification, with no concurrent increase in microglial cell density. Such alterations were observed alongside a reduction in neuroinflammatory markers (CCL2, IL1b, IL6, NFKBIA, SOCS3, and H2Ab1) across several brain regions. These data suggest that EE can ameliorate many age-induced changes in microglial function, perhaps contributing to systemic health. Further work by our lab used pharmacological depletion of microglia in EE mice to understand the relationship between microglia and systemic/peripheral phenotypes. Microglial depletion led to improved metabolism in aged, but not young adults, supporting the hypothesis that aged microglia contribute to age-related metabolic decline. Interestingly, the EE-driven benefits on metabolism are not dependent upon microglia. Interestingly, microglial depletion did not attenuate EE effects or alter hypothalamic levels of BDNF, but rather enhanced the metabolic benefits of EE (85). Our findings demonstrate benefits from combined drug and lifestyle interventions in aged animals. Future work is needed to elucidate the underlying mechanisms.

Dietary obesity, impaired glucose tolerance, and hypertension have been linked to proinflammatory signaling within the hypothalamic regions important for feeding and energy balance (86,87). Hypothalamic microinflammation—characterized by low-degree activation of proinflammatory nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) and IκB kinase b (IKKb) (88) is thought to control systemic aging processes through autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine signaling. Thus, reduced hypothalamic inflammation has been associated with improved metabolism and a reversal of aging pathologies (86,87). Environmental, dietary, and pharmacological interventions to reduce hypothalamic microinflammation in models of metabolic syndrome and aging show great promise for potential therapeutics. Further work will investigate the translational aspects of these and other inflammatory mechanisms.

Combining the HSA axis, cancer, and aging

The aging process is intertwined with increased levels of DNA damage and mutational burden; such increases are thought to be due to both exogenous and endogenous factors. As such, a clear relationship between cancer and aging exists. We wish to understand how global health improvements conferred via EE may have implications for diseases like cancer or metabolic dysfunction, which worsen with age. Although the majority of our metabolism and cancer experiments have been in young or middle-age mice, it should be no surprise that we are also exploring the impact that environmental stimuli may have on these processes in aged individuals; the robustness and durability of EE phenotype in late-aged mice indicates the physiological machinery remains available throughout age, and we are optimistic about potential improvements in aged models. The association of these disease states with age—and their shared improvement in EE—suggests shared central mechanisms and encourages further exploration by us and others.

As previously described, age is thought to be a risk factor for the development of metabolic syndrome, due in part to obesity and related inflammation of adipose tissue (36). Adipose tissue inflammation is thought to contribute to systemic metabolic dysregulation via its induction of insulin, IGF-1, dyslipidemia, hyperglycemia, and oxidative stress (34). Combined with additional influences from adipokines, proinflammatory macrophages, adipose-derived stem cells, and cancer-associated adipocytes, inflamed adipose tissue creates...
a favorable microenvironment for cancer cell growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis (34). Accordingly, current work now considers the disease-implicated immune capabilities of adipose tissue (89-91), going beyond canonical metabolism and energy storage roles. In other words, age-related obesity and its related inflammation increases the likelihood that one will develop cancer. Given the growing population of aged, obese individuals, there is a pressing need to understand mechanisms inherent to the metabolic roots of cancer and to further develop preventative therapeutic tools.

Experiments previously described in this review highlight how EE and hypothalamic BDNF can improve metabolic and immune function, contributing to an anti-cancer phenotype; however, many of these experiments were performed in young or otherwise healthy mice. Disease models frequently fail to consider common and realistic systemic conditions such as age or metabolic dysfunction, perhaps out of feasibility or to minimize confounding factors. Fortunately, the robust and repeatable nature of the EE-BDNF phenotype has been exhibited across both young and old mice. Consideration of these and other realistic systemic conditions will aid in determining to what extent EE can ameliorate or prevent disease in aged models. Additional investigation of immunoendocrine players within the aged tumor microenvironment and adipose tissue will be necessary to determine the full extent of EE and BDNF mediated anti-cancer mechanisms and establish possible therapeutics for aged populations.

Discussion and future directions

As the world’s population collectively experiences longer lives and better health in youth, efforts to improve treatments for diseases associated with age become increasingly worthwhile. Biomedical researchers are becoming increasingly aware of how the interconnectedness of many physiological systems complicates not only research experiments but also health. We believe that EE serves as one powerful tool to study the brain-body connection, providing valuable mechanistic insight regarding central control over peripheral and systemic processes in health and disease. Future work will attempt to elucidate tissue- and cellular-level mechanisms within a myriad of tissues, including: skeletal muscle, heart, lungs, liver, kidney, pancreas, intestines, and hematopoietic and lymphatic tissues. Crosstalk between these organs will aid in elucidation of neural-immuno-endocrine mechanisms and will continue to be a future area of focus in the fields of cancer and metabolism (Figure 1) as well as aging (Figure 2).

Incorporation of—omics level techniques will be necessary to fully appreciate the crosstalk-heavy nature of EE and HSA axis signaling. Characterization of these signals at a local level would similarly benefit from further exploration of adipose depot, nerve, hematopoietic, and tumor microenvironments. It will be interesting to investigate cell-to-cell and tissue-to-tissue relationships and reveal their novel crosstalk mechanisms in this manner while incorporating additional tools like epigenetic assays, flow cytometry and cell sorting, and mass spectrometry, which allow for the powerful separation and identification required to tease apart such complex systems. Specifically, regulation of gene expression, histological organization of tissues, identity and localization of metabolites, and interactions with the extracellular matrix are some areas we have particularly identified as worthy of investigation given advances in available acquisition and analysis technology.

Crosstalk implies multi-directionality. While much of our focus has been from brain to adipocytes, it is important to note that feedback loops and other mechanisms may play a role in neuroendocrine pathways. Indeed, our recent work with phosphatase and tensin homologue deleted on chromosome ten (PTEN) provides one such example (92). PTEN is multifunctional, acting as a tumor suppressor and a lipid phosphatase; the latter role implicates PTEN as an important regulator of cellular growth, survival, and insulin mediated glucose uptake. Using various experimental methods, we discovered a previously unexamined role of PTEN as a potent regulator of adipose tissue homeostasis and adipokine secretion. PTEN knockdown in individual adipose depot resulted in massive expansion of the affected fat depot and induced leptin surge in circulation. The leptin surge in turn acted centrally—within the hypothalamus—to elevate sympathetic tone to other adipose depots and thereby increase PTEN, stimulate lipolysis, and reduce fat mass to maintain a set point of whole-body adiposity. The discovery of this “adipose PTEN-leptin-SNS” feedback loop highlights the importance of brain-adipose crosstalk in whole-body homeostasis and other systemic processes.

Our and others’ work with the EE model has demonstrated how complex environmental stimuli can affect health and disease. In humans, lifestyle and environmental factors affect cancer prognosis, and in some cases are thought to contribute in a greater fashion than inherited genetic defects alone. Excess weight gain is one of the largest avoidable causes of cancer and mortality, with poor diet and lack of physical activity being primary...
Figure 2 Mechanisms of EE promotion of healthy aging. EE, environmental enrichment; BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; HSA, hypothalamic-sympathoneural-adipocyte.

environmental contributors (34). While the search for pharmacological panaceas is ongoing, it is important to consider how environmental interventions might yield similar improvements in global health for young and aged individuals. Obvious improvements in diet and physical activity mitigate obesity, but work with EE has caused our lab to consider the importance of other, less-intuitive environmental factors and their contribution to local adipose and systemic inflammation. Mental stimulation, social partners, and additional complex stimuli may play a role in healthy aging and anti-cancer processes. As discussed previously (6,28,82), the full benefits of EE could not be recapitulated with exercise alone, indicating the importance of other factors in environmental activation of the HSA axis and adjacent neural-immuno-endocrine mechanisms.

In sum, our understanding of the effects of environmental stimulation on the development of cancer have grown substantially since our 2012 review, with an emphasis on local and systemic inflammation, aging, and the immunoendocrine role of adipose tissue (8). Future
work by our lab will seek to explore the intersections of cancer, metabolism, and aging, with special attention paid to both systemic physiological interactions as well as tissue-level cellular and molecular mechanisms.
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